Queensland Paediatric ETT Taping Guide

Get equipment

Prepare

Cut two tapes with trouser legs.
Cut duoderm (or comfeel).
Open barrier wipes.

Procedure

Wipe above and below the lips and cheeks with barrier wipes. Let dry completely.

Procedure

Place duoderm on the cheek on the same side of the ETT.
Place tape over duoderm and tape the lower trouser leg straight along the bottom lip.
Place upper trouser leg around ETT. Do not tape cuff to ETT. Wind tape around ETT for maximum security and turn over tape end for easy removal.
Place second tape over the first and tape upper trouser leg straight over upper lip.
Place bottom trouser leg around ETT. Again, do not tape cuff to ETT. Wind tape around ETT and turn over end.

View ETT taping video developed by Simulation Training on Resuscitation for Kids (SToRK)